DIFCO
LOW GROUND PRESSURE TECHNOLOGY
FULL TRACKS

CONVERSION KIT FOR TRACTORS WITH HEAVY DUTY OIL IMMERSED BRAKES

Track Length ........................................ 4.1 metres (14 ft.)
Pad Width ............................................. 1.2 metres (4 ft.)
Overall width (approx., it depends on the tractor model) .. 4.5 metres (14.5 ft.)
Both the track length and pad width can vary to suit individual customer requirements.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- BERCO 4 chains and running gear used throughout.
- Tracks independently pivoted to enable rough terrain to be transversed.
- Choice of pads to suit individual customer requirements.
- Hydraulic track tensioning.
- Converts a conventional 2 WD tractor into a L.G.P. machine with a range of speeds suitable for a wide range of applications
- Tractor half axles supported by outrigger bearing on track frame thus removing any extra pressure on axle housing and bearing.

PAD OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
- Fitted with timber pads with steel backing plate.
- Fitted with steel reinforced pads.
- Fitted with single grouser pads or steel swamp pads.
- Fitted with Nyrin pads (weight saving over single grouser steel pads = 2300 Kg).
- Other pad widths available on request.

With continuous improvement we reserve the right to alter or modify without notice, and without obligation on implements purchased before or after changes are made. All weights and measurements in this brochure are approximate.
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